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Branded products



We, as manufacturers, love our natural wood boards. With the name 
‚Holzliebe‘, or ‚wood love‘, we give our products a quality finish with 
first-class printing. Our love of home is just as strong as our love of 
wood. That is why our first collection has the name ‚Heimat‘ or ‚home‘. 
Home for elka means the Hunsrück.

Together with our employees, we have selected our seven decors  
and assigned motifs in our region.

‚HOLZLIEBE‘ OR ‚WOOD LOVE‘ STANDS FOR:

    Digital printing to the highest standards

 
  
   A high-quality final coat guarantees durability 
and colour fastness

 
    

Attractive surface feel produced by brushing  
our natural wood board VITA

 
  
  Ecological natural wood board with sustainable  
printing (use of organic inks)

Rhineland- 

Hesse

Saarland

Palatinate

Range

STANDARD SIZE
2520 x 1010 mm / thickness: 19 mm
Spruce from the Hunsrück region

QUALITY AB/B

FINISH Primed, brushed and printed (one one side)

PROCESSING
Conventional woodworking machinery
panel saw / circular saw or jigsaw

APPLICATION AREA
Wall covering for interior finish
Furniture manufacture and furniture fronts
Shop and exhibition fitting

ON REQUEST
Digital print on elka chipboard
Individual printing
Brushing only / priming only

ACCESSORIES Colour-coordinated wood stains for edges
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natural
The Hunsrück is an area of idyllic scenery right in the heart of Rhine -
land-Palatinate. The unspoilt region presents a tranquil mix of shadowy 
woods and blooming meadows. There are several protected areas in 
the Hunsrück, including the Saar-Hunsrück Nature Park and the recently 
opened Hunsrück-Hochwald National Park in the south-western part of 
the low mountain range.

SPRUCE DREAM - CLASSIC BROWN 
The Spruce Dream - Classic Brown reflects a rustic
wood look in a warm shade of brown.

SPRUCE DREAM - RUSTIC 
A rustic decor which impresses with its natural and,
at the same time, modern look and feel.

For lovers of spruce

SPRUCE DREAM
CLASSIC BROWN

SPRUCE DREAM
RUSTIC
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The Hunsrück offers great opportunities for hiking. You can get to know 
the region by exploring the multitude of paths on the two premium hiking 
routes of Saar-Hunsrück-Steig and Soonwaldsteig.

MODERN PINE 
The modern decor, Modern Pine, reveals the exciting
wood structure of the pine. The light brown colour
symbolises a friendly atmosphere.

For a change of scenery

MODERN PINE
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The Geierlay bridge, at 360 metres, is Germany‘s longest rope 
suspension bridge. The distance to the ground is over 100 metres. 
It is situated between the municipalities of Mörsdorf and Sosberg.

VINTAGE 
A modern, dark-grey colour in a trendy  
used look with structure depth.

VINTAGE II 
Lively, rustic old-wood look in light grey for all trendsetters.

For trendsetters

VINTAGE

VINTAGE II



historic
The municipality of Herrstein boasts over 60 ornate half-timbered houses 
from the 15th to the 18th century. The historic centre has architecture from 
the late Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque periods.

COUNTRY HOUSE - LIGHT OAK 
Friendly light colouring by liming produces  
a surprising oak effect.

COUNTRY HOUSE - LIGHT-BROWN OAK
Classically elegant in a warm wood tone and  
a distinctive oak wood look.

For lovers of oak

COUNTRY HOUSE
LIGHT OAK

COUNTRY HOUSE 
LIGHT-BROWN OAK
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